The Newton radius of a code is the largest weight of a uniquely correctable error. The covering radius is the largest distance between a vector and the code. Two relations between the Newton radius and the covering radius are given.
Introduction
In 3], the name Newton radius of a binary linear code was introduced for the largest weight of a uniquely correctable error. It was shown that for a code of dimension k, the Newton radius is at least r ? k, where r is the covering radius of the code. In 2], the upper bound n?k on r + for binary linear codes without zero-positions was given. The main goal of this paper is to generalize these relations to linear codes over arbitrary alphabets. 
Notations
The notations and de nitions below (for general q) are the direct generalization of the de nitions given in 3] in the binary case.
Let C be a linear n; k; q] code, that is, a code of length n and dimension k over GF(q). Consider a coset z + C. A coset leader is a vector in the coset of minimal (Hamming) weight. The weight of the coset is the weight of a coset leader.
A coset leader x is unique if it is the only coset leader in the coset. This means that w(x) < d(x; c) for all non-zero code words c, where w is the In 3] it was shown that if C is a binary n; k] code, and we create an n+1; k] code by adding a position which is zero for all codewords, then both the covering radius and the Newton radius will increase by one. The same is true for non-binary codes, as can easily be seen. Therefore, we will from now on only consider codes without zero-positions, that is, for each position there exists at least one codeword which is non-zero in that position.
Lemma 1 Let C be an n; k; q] code without zero-positions. Then r(C) n ? n q : (1) and (C) < n ? n q : 
2
Later in this paper we will determine the structure of the codes for which we have equality in (1). We will also give an improved upper bound on (C).
We end this introduction with a general simple lemma without proof.
Lemma 2 If C and e C are equivalent codes, then r(C) = r( e C); and (C) = ( e C):
3 Codes of dimension 1
In this section we determine exactly the Newton and covering radii for codes of dimension 1. The main reason is that this will be needed as a basis for an induction later.
Lemma 3 
4 An upper bound on the Newton radius
In 2] we showed that for a binary n; k] code C without zero-positions we have r(C) + (C) n ? k. Here we give the following generalization to non-binary codes.
Theorem 1 Let C be an n; k; q] code without zero-positions. Then r(C) + (q ? 1) (C) (q ? 1)n ? k ? (q ? 2):
To prove Theorem 1, we generalize the approach used in 2] for binary codes. The proof is by induction.
For k = 1, (3) is veri ed by straightforward calculation of the left side using the known values of r(C) and (C) given in Lemma 3. This relation is true also for non-binary codes. However, the proof given in 3] for the binary case does not immediately generalize to q > 2. We give an alternative proof valid for all q.
Lemma 4 Let C be an n; k; q] code. If i is the weight of a coset, then there exists a coset with unique coset leader and weight at least i ? k. Proof: Let K be a coset with coset leader x of weight i. We will construct a coset with unique coset leader y of weight at least i ? k. If x is the only coset leader of K we let y = x and are nished. Otherwise, let L = x + S be the set of coset leaders in K, where S C and jSj 2. Let D be the space spanned by S. Then D is a subcode of C of dimension s, say, where s k. Let Considering the proof above, a natural question is the following: Given a code C; if y is a unique coset leader of weight (C), is there a vector x which covers y and which is a coset leader of weight r(C).
We show by an example that this is not always the case. Let C be the For this code r(C) = 2 and (C) = 1. There are 5 vectors which are unique coset leaders, namely the vectors of weight 1. There are 4 coset leaders of weight 2, namely 10100, 10010, 01010, 01100 (they belong to 2 distinct cosets). None of these covers the unique coset leader 00001. 
